
#CHOOSETOCHALLENGE

 # IWD2021

So it’s been 110 years since International Women’s Day was officially celebrated
globally, and 25 years since, the Beijing Platform for Action in 1995 which was a
historic conference for the international women’s rights movement.  More
than 30,000 civil actors and 3,000 NGOs participated in collaborative forums
and panel discussions, during which, First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton
declared, “Human rights are women's rights, and women's rights are human
rights.” However, decades after those powerful words echoed throughout the
conference halls, women and girls' rights are still not guaranteed.  So where are
we? 
 
Being a Director of a well-established Regional Recruitment Group:
Progressive Recruitment Specialists, JobsTT, and ProgressiveJobsGT INC, I
thought my insights / research for this year’s #Commit to Challenge should
focus on Women in the Workplace. So a review of several recent insightful
reports from SP Global, the World Bank, ILO, and ODI allows some key
takeaways to be gleaned. But before we get there – maybe some personal
themes that I have come to use on my journey to where I am now…
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I think I have been lucky but also these factors have been
important building blocks in supporting me to always feel
confident that I can perform at whatever level / in whatever arena
I choose. However, this does not represent the experience of
millions of women globally and more importantly regionally.  



It’s estimated that it will take another 100

years [and probably more now as a result of

COVID-19] to achieve gender equality. The

burden of the COVID-19 crisis has been

particularly placed on women. Women

everywhere have faced a range of issues

including: restrictions of movement,

reduced income, challenges in accessing

health services, increased burden of care,

increased violence against women and

reduced services for violence prevention

and protection. Recession and the pandemic

actually push gender topics down the

priority list and women have been more

impacted by job losses during the pandemic

– mainly in part to the types of jobs they

hold eg hospitality. 

So What's the Reality for Women in the Workplace?
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So what can be done to challenge this trend – and ensure that
companies retain their female talent and close the gender gap… 
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While success stories are encouraging, a
focus on gender equality is still all too rare.
My #Choose to Challenge for 2021 goes
out to each of us to commit to this agenda
in their own small way and start being the
Change. What does this look like in
practice – constant messaging and action
to back up:

-parents and guardians and teachers
promoting gender equality at all times &
building general self-esteem [this goes for
the boys too that they can be whatever
they choose and not get locked into
stereotypical gender roles as well, and their
roles in healthy relationships]

-schools and tertiary institutions
encouraging and facilitating gender equal
programmes eg STEM programmes, and
drama and culinary skills for all students

-organisations committing to gender pay
equality and equal recruitment policies 

-all employees prioritising respect in the
workplace and calling out wrongful
behaviour, policies and practices eg 
#Me Too

-women in senior roles mentoring men
and women : it’s about everyone crossing
the finishing line and achieving the best
they can be and not who finishes first

-NGOs and agencies lobbying GORTT
and the relevant Ministries to make the
required policy changes : education, labour
and gender based violence.
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Carolyn de la Rosa,
General Manager, JobsTT

Whatever current role you have –

commit to a change in 2021. For

me it will always be:

-supporting my children to be

better citizens and human beings, 

-supporting my employees to

develop themselves professionally

and personally, 

-coaching and encouraging our

clients to implement gender equal

policies and recruitment practices in

their organisations and calling out

practices that need to be improved

on and I look forward to my

children, grandchildren and

employees not needing another 100

years for gender equality to be

achieved.


